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We hope you have enjoyed the opportunity to meet with colleagues in some way. Here are
three entries for the draw we advertised in the last newsletter, but you can still submit a photo
that documents the way you have enjoyed the company of colleagues. You might send in a
screen shot of your Google Meet, or find some other safely socially distanced way to document
your meeting. All group entries will be eligible for a draw and each member of the winning
group will receive a gift card to a local coffee shop.
 
Email a selfie picture to mknapik@mtroyal.ca anytime before Dec 15th to enter the draw.

Entries can be mailed to mknapik@mtroyal.ca

Suggestions for Getting Together Online

Share a Themed

Dinner

Taking a break to eat together might be a way to
virtually share what used to be a cozy way for us
to join with friends and colleagues. Themes could
be food I ordered in, favourite dishes, cuisine from
a particular country or regions, or creative use of
my leftovers.

Share What You've Read

There are times we come across some article,

passage in a book, or an op piece that sparks a

thought or has an emotional impact. Sharing

perspectives might have spontaneously happened in

the Faculty Centre, but sharing something you’ve

read could be a helpful spark for conversation in a

virtual meeting.

Just Check In

“How are you doing?” We might have
underestimated the power of small talk that comes
from passing by an office or waiting for a meeting to
begin. Small talk can both connect us and be the
beginning of a more in-depth check-in and
opportunity to support each other. Just being in
company and asking this question could well be big
talk.

How are you connecting? Please pass on your ideas for the next newsletter to:

mknapik@mtroyal.ca

MRFA Online Social Events

The MRFA has events for you, your Three’s Company Colleagues, and for your family. Check out the MRFA
Social Events focused on doing something together via zoom:

LIVE ONLINE ENTERTAINMENT

Rob Skeet presents a (socially distanced)

tribute to Elton John.

Join us for a private online event

and/or connect with colleagues on zoom.

Register (bit.ly/3oJ7OGT) by December 1 to

attend:

Show Link

NOURISHING SOUP AND CHAT

December 15, 12:00 - 1:00pm

Hosted by Michelle Briegel

 

Join us to share a bowl of soup and friendly

conversation. Bring your favourite soup recipe to

share, and register in advance (bit.ly/3lBRcPz) to

have soup delivered to you (space limited).

Zoom Link

Read More About Online Social Events
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